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Notes to Catalogue 139
This catalogue is all about Churchill on cards of all sorts. I have not done one of these for over 9 years.

Postcards
Sizes are not listed in the descriptions. Most vintage postcards are about 3.5 x 5.5 inches (89 x 140 mm).
Modern cards tend to be slightly larger at 4 x 5.75 inches (101 x 146 mm) but there are few of them
listed herein. Some collectors prefer cards that are unused, whilst others like the authenticity of a postally
used card with a postmark verifying its vintage. I have identified those cards with such postmarks.
There are usually lots of Churchill postcards on offer on Internet auctions. Collectors should be aware
that many of these are modern reproductions of older cards. The other caveat is high shipping and handling charges which cam double the cost of a single card. This catalogue has a big selection of genuine
original cards, dating back to the early 1900’s.
There are few good sources for these postcards now. Years ago, the postcard fairs in England were a good
place to look, but these days all you see is common cards at £10.00 or more.
Pre war cards nos. 1-30
Wartime cards nos. 31-80
Postwar cards nos. 81-90

Cigarette cards
The standard size for a pre war cigarette card is about 1.4 x 2.6 inches (35 x 67 mm) These cards were
given free in packets of cigarettes. There was a huge variety of sets produced covering all sorts of interestssports, cars, actors, kings, flowers, etc, etc. Collecting was encouraged by numbering the cards within a
set, so that collectors knew which cards they still needed. In modern times, makers of other products have
released similar collector cards, which are referred to as “trade cards”. Cigarette card dealers in England
sell both complete sets and “odds”. A framed set is a very attractive item to have on your wall. Some
people frame them between two panes of glass so that the back can be read. There is a selection of these
complete sets on page 12 (nos. 121-130).
After many years work, there is now a comprehensive listing of Churchill cigarette cards compiled by
Cyril Mazansky and Joseph Gerwood. This was published recently in Finest Hour issue no. 153. To save
space I have used the notation MG to refer to cards in this list,
And finally, on the back page, a selection of Churchill playing cards and cards with Churchill paintings.
Note: Some of the cards were displayed in an old album and the phrase album scar refers to blobs of paste that held the cards
to the album pages

Terms:

You can place orders by email or phone
Free shipping to anywhere
Payment by Visa, MasterCard, checks , cheques in Sterling, Paypal
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J. Beagles & Co. real photo card of young
Churchill

6

. . Uses the familiar photo by Reg Haines. Clean unused
card. $40.00

. . This old card features an oval portrait of Churchill, the
First Lord of the Admiralty, surrounded by flags . The flags
are printed in grey green shade. Printed by W. & K., London.
Unused, clean. $50.00

2

Vintage glossy card of First Lord of the
Admiralty

7

. . This card by Valentine & sons features a photo by Reg
Haines. I have two- a clean unused card, or a worn card
postmarked Sep 1915. Your choice $50.00

. . This card c. 1910 shows Churchill with wing collar and
bow tie, published by Rotary. Has 1910 Christmas greeting
written, but never posted. $60.00

3

Early colour PC of Under Secretary
Churchill, postmarked 1908

8

. . Photo by Reg Haines, card published by Valentines.
Someone has written President Board of Trade along bottom
of card, Churchill's new post in 1908. Postmarked 2 Oct
1908. $100.00

. . This card has a Reg Haines photo, published by Rotary,
WSC is now Rt. Hon., so maybe 1908. Never posted,
corners creased. $25.00

4

Real photo postcard of a seated young
Churchill

9

. . Photo by Russell & son, card by Shenley. Clean, never
used, has a name Joyce stamped on back. $45.00

. . The ever popular Reg Haines photo on card published by
J. Beagles & Co. A barking good deal. $25.00

5

Tucks postcard c. 1914 First Lord with biog

10

. . This interesting card features the familiar Russell & Sons
portrait. It is from the European War 1914 series and the
message area is half used with a list of Churchill's offices
through 1911, sort of a Who's who. Clean unused card.
$50.00

Vintage postcard of First Lord and flags

RP card of young Churchill

Rotary RP card, c. 1908

Real photo postcard of young Churchill

Dark RP postcard of young Churchill

. . This card uses the familiar Reg Haines photo with details
hand written in black on the neg resulting in white lettering
on this very dark image. Card published by Batchelder
Brothers, Croydon. Clean, unused, a small scar along lower
edge. $60.00

1
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Vintage French card of Churchill in
uniform

. . This colourful card features an oval portrait of Churchill,
the First Lord of the Admiralty, surrounded by flags printed
in red and blue. Unused, but grubby. $90.00

. . This WW1 era card features the familiar Elliott & Fry
photo in a matte finish card published in France by A.
Noyer. Titles Ministre de la Marine. Clean card is unused.
$60.00

12

17

WW1 era postcard with flag in colour

Anti-Irish postcard from 1914

. . This very bright card features the familiar Reg Haines
photo surrounded by a red and blue Union flag. From
Valentines Men of the Moment series. Postmarked 1915 at
Nairn in the Highlands. There is a large oval stamp from a
postmark library. $60.00

. . This card features portraits of Churchill King Geo. V, and
MP John Redmond. The banners read " Let Erin remember
the days of yore ere her faithless sons betrayed her." Clean
unused card by Rotary. $25.00

13

18

Sepia card of young Churchill at desk

1908 postcard of Winston & Clementine
marriage

. . This card published by Solomon Brothers, E C. undated,
but about 1904-1908. Card not posted but edge worn and a
creased corner. Scarce. $80.00

. . Circular portraits of Wisnton & Clemmie, published by
Philco. Has a message written about wedding but not
posted. $60.00

14

19

Early RP card of standing Churchill

. . Photo by Thomson, card published by Rotary. Very early
card, 1901-1906 era. Card addressed, no message, never
posted. $30.00

. Colourful card c. 1914 England expects... Card has three
portraits, Churchill, Lord Nelson, and another, printed in red,
blue, gold, and black, has Nelson's famous hoist. Back is
completely covered in writing, but not posted. $75.00

15

20

Vintage card of Churchill in uniform

. . Nice vintage card with photo of young Churchill by Elliott
& Fry. Postally used, date not readable, usual 1/2 d stamp.
$30.00

2

Vintage glossy postcard of c. 1913 cabinet

. . This card shows King George V surrounded by his cabinet
ministers. This is about 1913. Published by Rotary. Clean,
unused. $20.00
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Vintage card of Statesmen of the Great
War

26

Young Winston on early colour postcard

. . This card features the painting by James Guthrie of a
group of leaders including Churchill. Printed by B. Mathews,
Bradford, England. Clean, unused. $20.00

. . From a series on prominent politicians. The colours are
weak compared to modern cards. The signature looks great,
but is part of the image. Clean, unused card. Undated, maybe
1904-1907. $125.00

22

1908 Colour postcard of Churchill

27

red white blue patriotic postcard c 1907

. . This vintage card features a portrait in colour of Mr.
Churchill, Under sec'y for the Colonies. Photo by Haines,
published by Valentine. Unused, but shows some wear.
$75.00

. . Colourful card features photo of Under Secretary for the
Colonies with a Union flag background. By N.&C. in the
election series. Unused card. $100.00

23

1933 postcard- Churchill seated at his desk
with signature

28

. . This card shows Churchill seated at a desk. There is a very
good looking overprint of his signature. The verso has
preprinted message about an article by Churchill to be
published in The News of The World next Sunday.
Postmarked January 1933. $25.00

. . This card published by F.W. Woolworth & Co. Matte
finish, slight sepia tone. $60.00

24

1908 postcard Winston and his fiancee

29

Vintage 1914 card with Winston striding
on striped trousers and top hat

Vintage colour card of First Lord Churchill
in formal uniform

. . Nice clean card by Rotary, unused. $40.00

. . This colourful card printed in London. Image by Graphic
Photo Eng. Co. Clean crisp unused card. Very scarce.
$125.00

25

30

Vintage postcard of Churchill and bride

. . Real photo style postcard by Rotary, postmarked 1913.
$50.00

1908 postcard of Churchill addressing a
crowd

. . The message on the card states this is Churchill speaking
at Belle Vere to a great crowd. Postmarked May 9, 1908.
Very scarce. $40.00

3
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wartime postcard- OUR SKIPPER

. . Wartime card by Raphael Tuck & Sons, Ltd. Features the
familiar Cecil Beaton portrait of Churchill in no. 10. The
quote ends with Churchill’s reply to Mr. Roosevelt “Give us
the tools, and we will finish the job.” Unused card, some
foxing. $15.00

. . Wartime sepia tone card, matte finish, produced by
Photochrom Co. Ltd. An endearing memento of how
Churchill was perceived by the wartime public. Clean card,
not used. $15.00

32

37

Wartime postcard- Winston is Back

Card with photo of 1944 Premier's
Conference

. . This wartime card features the 1939 picture of Churchill
on the steps of the Admiralty. This card has a preprinted
message promoting a series of articles by Churchill to appear
in the Sunday Dispatch. Postaly used, postmarked in early
1940. $5.00

. . This photo shows the King standing with Churchill and
the Empire Premier's. Not strictly a postcard, as no stamp
and message areas. More like a press photo with printed
details on back. $15.00

33

Wartime British scenic postcard with
Churchill quote

38

. . One card of a series produced during war time by publisher
Salmon Ltd. of British rural & coastal scenes, ( this one is a
nice view by a well known artist A.R.Quinton.) All have a
quote on the back by Churchill. This one says "We have to
gain the victory. That is our task." (The Prime Minister).
$20.00

. . This sepia tone card was produced by Photochrom Ltd.
The caption reads Home Again, Leaving No. 10 Downing
Street. VG unworn card. $15.00

34

Wartime postcard of Three Great Leaders

39

Wartime postcard showing standing
Churchill

Dutch version of Tucks PM postcard

. . This card from Graphic Post Card Co., NY. Clean crisp
card, no wear or damage. $15.00

. . This card features the familiar portrait photo by Russell
and sons, but with Dutch caption: De Very Honourable
Winston S. Churchill, Eerste-Minister van Groot-Britannie.
Card clean, unused. $15.00

35

40

The Spirit of Britain wartime postcard

. . This colourful wartime card features Churchill’s “Never
Surrender” speech with arms of the principal Dominions and
Colonies. This is an original, not the repros being sold on
ebay. Produced by Valentine's. card unused, old tape stain on
lower left corner. $35.00

Dutch photo postcard

. . This card with photo of Churchill has an Amsterdam
maker noted. The number 146 perhaps refers to a Jan. 1946
production date. $15.00

4
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WW1 caricature of Churchill on dark
brown card

. . This bright card celebrates the Victor, Churchill,
descendant of the Duke of Marlborough. Has UK and
Belgian flags behind Churchill $125.00

. . This card published by W.N. Sharpe Ltd., Bradford in
their keepers of the Empire series. Card unused, two album
scars. $40.00

42

47

Postcard Sail on O Ship of State

Photo of First Lord with Union flag
background

. . This two colour postcard reproduces the famous lines
exchanged between Churchill and FDR in 1940. Printed by
Tuck's card, unused clean, bright card. $35.00

. . This 1939-40 card made by Valentine's. Clean unused
card. $30.00

43

48

BIG FOUR postcard

Tuck's card of Churchill and Royal family
on the balcony

. . Sepia tone card published by Photochrom. Postally used,
postmarked 1945. $15.00

. . This is one of my favourite images. Churchill stands
between the King & Queen, flanked by the princesses, on the
balcony of the palace on VE day May 8, 1945. Card not used,
has an album scar. $15.00

44

Wartime pencil drawing of Churchill on
postcard

49

. . Sepia tone with drawing dated 1943, published by
Photochrom, has a Churchill quote above message area.
Unused, clean. $35.00

. . Image shows Churchill and Eisenhower with grim looks
by a microphone. Card clean and unused. $20.00

45

Wartime Canadian card

50

. . Great photo of Churchill with bowler hat, caption reads
What the end will be- I have not the slightest doubt.
Published by Wilkinson of Toronto. Card posted from
Canada to England with Canadian stamp. $15.00

Tuck's postcard of Churchill and Ike,
caption in Dutch

Tuck's card of Churchill and the King on
VE Day

. . B/W photo shows the two leaders smiling on the palace
steps. There is a small Churchill quote in message area.
Clean, unused. $15.00

5
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Postcard showing Big Three with caption
in Czech

56

. . Czech caption, no maker noted. Card unused, but
browned and creased. Familiar photo with the 3 leaders
stranding together. $30.00

. . Slightly oversize card at 4 x 6 inches, portrait by George
Leech, R.I. No maker noted. Unused, has a brown mark
along left edge. $75.00

52

WSC & FDR on Atlantic Charter glossy
postcard

57

. . Published by Valentines, long caption under photo. clean,
unused real photo card. $5.00

. . Card published by T & G Allan of Newcastle, shows a
British (bull) dog followed by Dominion pups, with his paw
on a treaty. Clean, unused card. $20.00

53

RP postcard Churchill and Monty at
Normandy front

58

. . From Photochrom, has a short Churchill quote in message
area. Pic shows Alan Brooke, WSC, Monty, Smuts. Clean,
not used. $20.00

. . Cigar smoking Churchill says to Hitler: And now little
boy, It is time to pay. Text in 3 languages. Likely 1944-45.
Unused card has an album scar on back. $125.00

54

Colourful wartime card: The Premier's
Challenge

59

. . This card by Valentine's has short quote by Churchill and
then a longer verse by Allan Junior. card not used, album scar
on rear. $75.00

. . Card has no details of publisher. Printed in two colors,
card unused. $50.00

55

Colourful wartime card- Their Finest Hour

60

. . Card by Valentine's, drawing of Churchill in naval cap,
prints Finest Hour quotation. Unused card, faint album scars
$75.00

Wartime card with colour portrait of
Churchill

Colour postcard- A Scrap of Paper

Colourful Churchill and Hitler card from
wartime Belgium

Nazi anti-Churchill propaganda card

Photochrom Celesque series cartoon card in
colour

. . Charming card has little girl and caption: Don't mind how
hard I work for Winnie. Card unused, some marks on back.
$50.00

6
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Portuguese postcard with Churchill cartoon

. . This card published by R.A. Publishing, features a
drawing by famous cartoonist Ralph Sallon. Unused card
$40.00

. . This card has a drawing of a massive Churchill with a
caption that says something like firm as a rock. Album scar
on back, not used. $35.00

62

67

Churchill inspecting the troopettes

Belgian card of Winston is Back photo

. . We have all seen many photos of Churchill reviewing ranks
of soldiers and sailors, standing to attention. This card has a
photo taken at Hepworth's in Keighly (Yorkshire) with
Churchill reviewing a rank of young ladies in shop aprons,
waving and flirting with the PM. $25.00

. . The famous photo of Churchill at the door of the
Admiralty, published by Les Editions d'Art, Bruxelles.
$35.00

63

68

Comic style card in Colour

Postcard- Mr. Churchill wearing steel
helmet

. . Card printed by Scottish Auto Printing, Portobello. The
caption says it all. Clean, unused card. $30.00

. . This card made in England by Photochrom Ltd, with
permission of the PM, so clearly a wartime item. Card has
message and is postmarked 1943 $12.00

64

Churchill & Monty on 1945 Dutch
caricature postcard

69

. . This card in colours shows the 2 leaders at the Rhine
Front on 4 March 45 with WSC drawing a Hitler face on an
artillery shell about to be sent across. Monty has a map of the
Rhine under his arm. Card clean, unused $40.00

. . Glossy card from 1939-40, a real photo card published by
Tuck's. Clean, unused. $15.00

65

Dutch postcard, Churchill caricature in coat
and hat

70

. . This colourful card printed in Holland, probably 1944
after liberation. card unused, has a small piece of old tape
over a small crack on the back. $30.00

7

Tuck's card of Walking Winston, First
Lord

. Anti-Hitler propaganda card- Adolf's Future. Drawing
shows the leaders as nurses holding an infant Adolf. Not a
true postcard as the back is covered with a Poem- Hitler's
Future. Published by B.S.C., B'ham. Worn, creased, and
grubby. $25.00
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The Leaders of Democracy, wartime
Canadian card

76

We shall not flag or fail. Bulldog card

. . This card printed in brown by Etchcraft Ltd. of Toronto.
Features portraits of FDR and WSC and a quote from Harold
Wood. Clean unused card. $35.00

. . This card published in Edinburgh. It has text of We Shall
Never Surrender, with a bulldog. Clean, unused. $55.00

72

Anti-Churchill card made in Palestine

77

Tuck's postcard of Churchill and Ike,
caption in French

. . Churchill has everything in his hands. Ships, planes,
money. from Orient Services Ltd., Jerusalem. Clean, unused
card. Scarce. $60.00

. . Image shows Churchill and Eisenhower with grim looks
by a microphone. Card clean and unused. $20.00

73

78

. Warime Belgian card in strong colours. This card has the
appearance of an old chromolithograph, has Churchill in front
of flag. States Printed in Belgium. Clean, unused card.
$100.00

. . This card features the familiar portrait photo by Russell
and sons, but with French caption: Le Tres Honorable
Winston S, Churchill, Premier Ministre de Grande Bretagne.
Card clean, unused. $15.00

74

79

wartime colour card from Canada

French version of PM postcard by Tucks

Do Not Despair, Churchill's message to
occupied countries

. . This card features a colour drawing of Churchill and 3
lines of well known quotes. Published by Photogelatine
Engraving Co. Ltd. of Ottawa. This card postaly used June
1941 with 2 cent Canadian stamp. Examined by Censor
stamp. $45.00

. . This colorful card prints Churchill speech to citizens of
countries occupied by the Nazis. No publisher noted. Clean,
unused card. $40.00

75

80

Britannia Rules the waves postcard

. . This colorful postcard shows Churchill and Britannia with
flags, ships, etc. Produced in Belgium, unused card. Lovely
vintage card. $100.00

Who is this Man- Optical illusion card of
Churchill

. . Card published by Mystic Vision Co. You need to stare at
the image for sixty seconds, then.....Card is creased and foxed.
$25.00

8
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RP card of Churchill joining the Winkle
Club

. . Glossy card published by J. Salmon. Sevenoaks. post
$20.00

. . The Winkle Club is a charitable organization based in
Hastings, and this photo is from the harbour there. Clean,
unused card. post $15.00

82

Tuck's card of Churchill in carriage at the
Coronation

87

. . Glossy card shows the PM in a uniform with lots of
medals inside a horse-drawn carriage at the Queen's
Coronation in 1953. Clean, unused card. post $20.00

. RP postcard showing Churchill at the 1951 Festival of
Britain. Nice Tuck's card has WSC in an overcoat with a long
row of medals and top hat. Card used with a large red Festival
of Britain stamp. post $25.00

83

Card showing Churchill's visit to Halifax
June 27th, 1945.

88

Postcard- The Churchills and the Dutch
Royal Family 1948

. . Churchill is standing in an open car. Back is blank. Scarce.
post $40.00

. . Churchill visited the Netherlands in May 1948. This
photo shows Mr. & Mrs. C., along with daughter Mary,
with King & Queen of the Netherlands and the 3 little
princesses. Clean, not used. post $25.00

84

89

. Tuck's card of Queen leaving dinner with Churchill at no.
10. Churchill hosted the Queen at no. 10 to celebrate his
retirement in 1955. Charming photo shows the PM standing
aside as his Queen walks to her car. Mrs. C and Prince P. in
the background. Clean, unused card. post $25.00

. . Charming glossy card. Mr. and Mrs. C examine the child
held by the Queen of the Netherlands during the May 1948
visit. Card has been used with message in Dutch. post $15.00

85

90

Tuck's glossy card of Queen thanking Mrs.
C at No. 10 banquet

. . Slightly oversize card at 4 x 6 inches, shows the Queen
shaking hands with Mrs. Churchill after the banquet at No.
10 celebrating Churchill's retirement. Corners creased. Not
used. post $20.00

Churchill views the Dutch royal infant

. Churchill caricature by Underwood . This postcard features a
nice cartoon of Churchill. Copyright London General Press.
One corner creased. post $40.00

9
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Cigarette card- In the Public Eye by
Godfrey Phillips 1935

96

Imperial Tobacco of Canada notabilities
card no. 6 of 25

. . A full colour pre war card. The caption question reads
“Has he ever served a Foreign Government?” This is card no.
53 of a set of 54. Clean, unworn. MG 70 $12.00

. . This card shows Major W.L. S. Churchll, brief bio on
back. Card is worn and rubbed. MG 41 $50.00

92

Cigarette Card- Personalities of Today by
Godfrey Phillips 1932

97

. . A colourful pre war card showing a caricature drawing of
Churchill. This card no. 5 of a set of 25. Nice card. MG 71
$3.00

. . This nice pre war card is no. 11 of a series of 50. Std. size,
monochrome. Brief bio of Churchill on back. MG 6 $15.00

93

Cigarette card- Ogden's Tab 1900

98

Cigarette card- Empire Personalities from
Ardath 1937

Carreras Famous Escapes cigarette card

. . There are several variants of these Ogdens cards. This
advertises Ogden's Tab cigarettes on the back and is from the
Leading Generals series. The picture is captioned Winston
L.S. Churchill, War Correspondent, so may be a variant of
the description in MG saying M.P. VG condition MG 61
$15.00

. . This 1920's card from Turf cigarettes came in 3 sizes; this
being the smallest- normal cig card. This is no 1 in the set
and shows Churchill escaping via a boxcar in South Africa.
Card is curled as usual from the clear coating. MG 21 $10.00

94

Cigarette card- Drapkin Celebrities of the
Great War 1915

99

. . Here is a scarce photographic card from the First World
war issued by Major Drapkin & Co. Ltd. The bio on the
back states that Churchill has been at the Admiralty since
1911. MG 28 $40.00

. . One of a series of 250 subjects, printing on the back in
pale blue, matte finish on front Very good card. MG 24
$75.00

95

Britain's Defenders series, Will's Scissors,
red back, card no.6

100

. . This card matches the description of MG no. 99 except it
is no. 6, but does match picture on p. 57 of FH153. Clean
unworn card MG 99 $25.00

Cohen Weenen Sweet Crop cigarette card
c. 1900

Scarce pre-1920 strip card Winston
Churchill Lord of England

. . The back is blank, so no clue as to maker, probably US
based. This example well worn. MG 305 $50.00

10
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WWI Churchill on Cuban cigarette card by
Susini

. . This card has the green back exactly like the third card
down on p. 57 of FH 153 MG 100 $35.00

. . This photographic card has same image as the Major
Drapkin, but back indicates it is from La Guerra Europea
series, caption says Excmo. Sr. Winston S. Churchill. Scarce
card, has 4 paste spots from old mounting. $80.00

102

Cohon Weenan Boer War Churchill card
in colour

107

. . This very early card c. 1901 is the earliest I know of having
a colour portrait. Looks nice, but a small area of the blue
background is worn away. MG 26 $75.00

. . This oversize trade card is 55 x 80 mm, black border with
portrait of young Winston Churchill MP. Some rubbing on
the back of card. MG 45 $50.00

103

Gen. Sir Redvers Buller on c. 1899 Lloyds
Exeter Cigarettes card

108

. . Gen. Buller will need no introduction to readers of
Churchill's books on the Boer War, as he was the
commanding General there. The back of this card is blank.
This card worn, creased, grubby. $15.00

. . This card dates from World war I. Similar to the Adkin
card MG-2, but has no maker, and instead says passed by
censor where the makers name should be. Fine clean card.
MG 2-A $50.00

104

American Tobacco Co., Boer War series B

109

Lever Bros. soap card c. 1905

Cigarette card- Notabilities variant, no
maker noted

Will's Scissors Britain's Defenders card

. . This card features the familiar Elliot & Fry photo, and a
tiny no. 11 which must be the card no. (of a series of 25) The
printing on the back is green, but no description, so maybe a
variant from MG no. 4. card is clean. MG 4 $75.00

. . This card has the green back with vertical pack, just like
the second picture on p. 57 in FH 153, except green instead
of red. MG 98 $40.00

105

110

Chairman Cigarettes War Portraits card

. . This card from R.J. Lea Ltd., is no. 21 , black drawing
with red title below. C. 1815. In the description, Churchill is
First Lord. Card has some toning along edges. MG 44
$80.00

11

Britain's Defenders card with no name back

. . This card is puzzling. Similar to the various Will's issues,
but no indication of maker. It is after 1915, as the description
mentions late First Lord. $50.00
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Cigarette card- In the Public Eye by
Millhoff 1930

116

Cigarette card- Ogden's Guinea Gold
variant

. . A glossy finish pre war card from J. Millhoff & Co. This
is card no. 12 from a series of 36. Clean unworn. MG 55
$15.00

. . There are several variants of these Ogdens cards. This one
has the usual blank back. The caption reads "Mr. Winston
Spencer Churchill, Morning Post, Special War
Correspondent". Similar to MG 62, but no description. MG
62 $20.00

112

Cigarette card- Straight Line Caricatures by
Players 1926

117

. . This full colour card is no. 14 of a series of 50 issued in
1926 by John Player & Sons, part of Imperial Tobacco. MG
68 $4.00

. . There are several variants of these Ogdens cards. This one
has the usual blank back. The caption reads "Winston Spencer
Churchill". Similar to MG 63, but no description. MG 62
$20.00

113

Lyons Maid trade card Famous People no. 1

118

Cigarette card- Ogden's Guinea Gold
variant

Topps cards, Look n See series no. 64

. . Lyons maid was a Dairy Co., issued this set of 48 cards in
1962. Card no. 1 shows Churchill in front of parliament in
landscape orientation. MG 49 $5.00

. . This American card is titled Winston Churchill, English
Leader. Baseball card size, clean, unworn. Published 1952
MG 80 $20.00

114

Adkin Notabilities series 1915 Churchill
cigarette card

119

. . This series from about 1915, Churchill is still First Lord
in the blurb on back. Fine clean card. MG 2 $35.00

. . Full color, postcard size, c. 1972. Has inset picture of
Churchill with St. Paul's during the blitz as main image.
Clean, unworn. MG 76 $5.00

115

Cigarette card- Ogden's Guinea Gold
variant

120

. . There are several variants of these Ogdens cards. This one
has the usual blank back. The caption reads "Mr. Winston
Churchill" , all in caps. I do not see this in the MG listings.
MG 62 -A $40.00

Shell Great Britons card

A&BC Battle cards No. 66 Churchill

. . Gum card size, full colour card in Leaders of World War
II series. MG 1 $5.00

12
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Churchill memorial issue Jan 65 of
Cigarette Card News

126

Full set of 25 cards- Famous escapes 1926
double size

. . This bi-monthly journal remembers Churchill with two
pages of photos of Churchill cards and some text pointing to
other relevant issues. $25.00

. . One of the most colourful of Churchill cigarette cards. The
picture shows Churchill climbing into a goods wagon to
make escape via train. Printed on heavily laminated paper,
these cards are always curled. Produced by Carreras Ltd. and
distributed with their Turf brand of Cigarettes. These are the
double size cards, about 60 x 75 mm. Clean bright cards
supplied in clear pocket album pages. MG 21 $40.00

122

Trade card album- Famous People 1966

127

Complete set of 30 WWII cards by
Trucards

. . This set of was distributed with Brooke Bond Tea. The
Churchill card was no. 20 of 50. here is the album they sold
to hold all the cards. Includes a full set of 50 cards MG 17
$15.00

. . These full color cards are about 45 x 67 mm, issued 1970.
The Churchill card is no. 20. Fine clean cards in clear album
pages. MG 86 $.00

123

128

Full set of 55 Churchill trading cards

Double deck of Churchill signature playing
cards

. . These cards were issued by A&BC in England. These
were gum trading cards. Each card has a description of the
photo on the back. $40.00

. . Most will have heard about the special playing cards
Bernard Baruch had made for Churchill with the signature
Winston S. Churchill diagonally across the back of each card.
Occasionally single cards have been offered at substantial
prices. Here is a full double deck set in the original box, one
deck in white, the other in black. These are high quality cards
made by U.S. Playing Card Co., edges coated in silver. Two
jokers per deck makes a total of 108 cards. Wybrow got these
from Eddie Murray, Churchill's bodyguard $500.00

124

129

Shell Great Britons Collection Album

Full deck of 1955 Churchill playing cards

. . This album is an elaborate folder 7.5 x 12.5 ins that opens
out to 28 inches wide. It holds 20 postcard size cards which
presumably could be obtained at Shell garages.
Traditionalists will be pleased to note that Mick Jagger and
Princess Di are not included in the 20 Greatest Britons. MG
76 $25.00

. . The annual deck issued by The Worshipful Company of
Makers of Playing Cards for 1955, to commemorate
Churchill's retirement as PM. These special decks are
collectible in their own right. This was issued in blue or red.
Shown in Hall p. 102. Full deck of 52 plus joker, lightly
used, no damage. $50.00

125

130

Full set of 54 cards- In The Public Eye, by
Godfrey Phillips,

. . Hers are all 54 cards in this set, a mix of politicians,
sportsmen, performers, etc. All fine clean cards in clear album
pages. MG 70 $40.00

13

Pair of Churchill playing cards 1955

. . These cards from the annual deck issued by The
Worshipful Company of Makers of Playing Cards for 1955,
to commemorate Churchill's retirement as PM. These special
decks are collectible in their own right. This was issued in
blue or red. Shown in Hall p. 102.. Here are two single
cards, one from each deck. $10.00

Churchill Book Specialist
131
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Churchill and bulldog single playing card
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Churchill painting on Christmas card
signed by Clementine

. . These cards produced by Universal Playing Card Co. Ltd,
wartime product. backs show bulldog, Union flag, and
Churchill. Price is for a single card, of which I have 49.
$2.00

. . The Soho Gallery produced a series of postcards and
greeting cards in the 1950s featuring Churchill paintings
before the copyrights were locked up. This card has ISLAND
OF CHIOSI, a printed Christmas message, and the
personalized greeting and signature Clementine S. C. in blue
ink. $100.00

132

Boxed Double deck set of Churchill playing
cards 1955

137

. . A special edition deck of playing cards. This is the annual
deck issued by The Worshipful Company of Makers of
Playing Cards for 1955, to commemorate Churchill's
retirement as PM. These special decks are collectible in their
own right. This was issued in blue or red. Shown in Hall p.
102.. Here is a double deck set, with blue and red decks,
both decks have all 52 plus 2 jokers and a blank card. The
pair in special two deck box which has some external wear.
MG 104-2 $150.00

. . The Soho Gallery produced a series of postcards and
greeting cards in the 1950s featuring Churchill paintings
before the copyrights were locked up. This card has a tipped
on image of CANNES HARBOUR on front and a printed
greeting "With Christmas Thoughts and Wishes from
Winston and Clementine Churchill". You couldn't buy these
at a card shop. $75.00

133

1943 Worshipful playing cards red deck

138

The Churchill's personal Christmas card
with WSC painting

Boxed set of 12 Churchill painting cards
from Hallmark

. . Here is a complete (52 + 1 joker) deck of the 1943 special
cards produced by the Worshipful Company of Makers of
Playing cards, one of the ancient city Guilds. This is the red
border deck. Excellent unworn cards, no box. MG 104
$50.00

. . Hallmark had the rights to a selection of Churchill
paintings back in the 1950s and produced fine art prints and
greeting cards. Here is a unusual set of 12 note cards, two
fold style, with Churchill paintings, as issued by Hallmark
(Coutts) of Canada in a pale blue box $60.00

134

Double deck in box of 1943 Worshipful
cards

139

. . The special decks of cards issued each year by the
Worshipful Company of Makers of Playing Cards has
featured Churchill twice- in 1943 and 1955. These 1943 cards
are far scarcer and show Churchill receiving the Freedom of
the City of London in June. Here is a 2 deck set of both red
and blue deck. The cards have been used and show wear and
handling. The decks in a dark green leatherette box with the
Worshipful logo stamped in gold, now dulled. MG104
$75.00

. . The Soho Gallery produced a series of postcards and
greeting cards in the 1950s featuring Churchill paintings
before the copyrights were locked up. This Christmas card
has a tipped on image of CANNES HARBOUR on front
and a printed generic Christmas message. Signed by original
sender. $20.00

135

Valentine’s 1965 commemorative set in
envelope

140

. . here is the whole set of 6 glossy cards with serrated edges
produced by valentine’s to commemorate Churchill’s death in
1965. They come in a special envelope. $35.00

Soho Christmas card with Churchill
painting

Soho Card 343 TORCELLO

. . During the 1950’s, the Soho gallery, of Soho Square, was
licensed to publish a serise of postcards and greeting cards
featuring Churchill paintings. Clean card unused. $10.00
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